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BAUER Completes COINS 3 Peaks Challenge
To Raise £5500
A quartet from Hertfordshire‐based BAUER Technologies Ltd has raised £5500 for The COINS Foundation
(www.coinsfoundation.org) by completing the gruelling 3 Peaks Challenge, a course that tasks participants
to climb all three of the UK’s tallest mountains – Ben Nevis in Scotland; Scafell Pike in the Lake District, and
Snowdon in Wales – in as fast a time as possible.

The BAUER Technologies team, comprising Weena Jones, Kevin Smith, Jim Finbow and Nick Eyre,
despatched the three peaks in a very respectable 26 hours and 37 minutes, which was even more
remarkable as Jim and Nick were late substitutions for original team members that had to withdraw due to
illness and injury.

Michael Jones, BAUER’s Managing Director and Nigel Dudson, “Team Logistics

Consultant!”, supported in their capacity as team motivators.

After completing the challenge, Michael Jones said: “On behalf of Team BAUER, I’d like to say a big thank
you to all those who supported us in our efforts to raise £5500 for this very worthy cause. The COINS
Foundation are able to construct houses for orphaned children in Africa for around £1500 each, so in effect
we are proud to have raised enough money to build almost four houses.”

Michael added “The team trained long and hard to tackle the challenge, but the real motivator was seeing
the pledges come in. We’ve since been asked if we will repeat the task and try to better our time – once
the blisters have healed we will give it further consideration.”

Although the event is completed for this year, donations of support are still welcome and can be pledged
via a dedicated web‐page at www.bauertech.co.uk and following a link to its sponsorship website, where
donations can be pledged.
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About BAUER Technologies Ltd
BAUER Technologies Ltd is part of BAUER Spezialtiefbau GmbH, a global construction company
specialising in complex and specialist foundation works, with its head office based in the town of
Schrobenhausen, Germany.
BAUER Technologies Ltd is the 100% owned UK subsidiary of BAUER Spezialtiefbau GmbH, the contracting
company within the BAUER Group. BAUER is known the world over as a leader in advanced deep foundation
techniques. Whether it is the manufacture of specialised equipment, giving specific advice or performing the
site works, BAUER is highly regarded world-wide by both consultants and contractors as the perfect partner
in deep foundation projects.
For further information contact:
Laura Pilfold – laura.pilfold@bauertech.co.uk
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Caption “BAUER Technologies Team celebrate having completed the COINS 3 Peaks Challenge.”

